Whinfield Recreation Ground
Proposed Improvement works

Thanks to Whinfield's protected status, we have been awarded funding by Fields in Trust to make imminent improvements in partnership with Rugby Parkrun to prevent part of the main path flooding, relaying areas of path, removing trip hazards and making more accessible. Working with a range of partner organisations we intend to apply for funding to create a pathway network through Whinfield Wood to make the site more accessible to all and safer by addressing the often poor ground conditions.

Pathway improvements

1. Improvements to park entrance in north west corner (Clifton Road)
2. Pavilion entrance: Improvements to surfacing to widen path splay and replace access ramp
3. Park entrance from Main car park: Improvements to surfacing to remove muddy corners
4. Footpath: Improvements to path to reduce problems of flooding
5. Fleet crescent car park: Improvements to surfacing and path to access the wood

Whinfield Wood: improvements to footpaths to make passable in winter
Whinfield Wood: proposed new tarmac paths
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